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Olivine diabase  
Durable in structure and high in specific gravity, olivine diabase 
retains and dissipates heat well, offering an excellent steam 
bath.  

Elite Pro Heavy Duty
Elite Pro Heavy Duty sauna heater stones are made from the 
finest Finnish olivine diabase and heat-treated at approximate-
ly 1,000 °C, resulting in a long service life and making them an 
excellent choice for frequently heated public saunas.  

Black vulcanite
These dark sauna heater stones are made of fine-grained, dark 
grey volcanic rock. When wet, they turn black, adding a unique 
touch to the look of the sauna. 

Rounded sauna heater stones
The rounded olivine diabase sauna heater stones resemble 
round natural stones that can be found for example in larger 
rapids, adding an impressive finish to the surface layer of the 
sauna heater. 

AC3000  Ø 5–10 cm, 20 kg/box
AC3020  Ø 10–15 cm, 20 kg/box

AC3050  Ø 5–10 cm, 20 kg/box 
AC3055  Ø 10–15 cm, 20 kg/box

AC3040 Ø 5–10 cm, 20 kg/box
AC3045  Ø 10–15 cm, 20 kg/box

R-991 Ø 5–10 cm, 15 kg/box
R-995  Ø 10–15 cm, 20 kg/box

Red Granite decorative stone
Red granite is an impressive decorative stone that ensures a soft 
steam bath and a warm atmosphere in the sauna. 

White decorative stones
White decorative stones ensure a soft steam bath and add a 
fresh and clean touch to the sauna.

AC5000Ø 5–10 cm, 10 kg/box

AC4000 Ø 5–10 cm, 10 kg/box

Sauna heater stones and decorative stones



High quality sauna stones for all purposes

Sauna heater stones are a key part of the sauna experience, but many people 
do not spare them any thought. The proper quality, size and placement of the 
stones have a considerable effect on heat retention and steam creation. Harvia 
sauna heater stones suit all sauna heaters. The high quality of Harvia stones is 
guaranteed by continuous quality assurance carried out in partnership with the 
Geological Survey of Finland. Harvia’s sauna stones are always safe, clean and 
ready to use.

The rock material used for sauna heater stones is quarried and monitored care-
fully to meet the specific quality requirements. This ensures that the stones are 
safe to use at high temperatures and will not release any emissions. Harvia sauna 
heater stones are known to remain safe at extreme temperatures, also retaining 
heat very well to create maximum efficiency.

The sauna stones have been carefully picked and washed, so they are always 
of the highest quality, and are easy to change. In accordance with sustainability 
principles, any stones that do not meet the quality requirements will be used for 
construction and other industries.

Annual change of sauna stones:
• extends the service life of the heater
• saves energy
• keeps the sauna clean
• guarantees the best sauna experience
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Sauna accessories set
The Harvia sauna accessories set includes a stainless 
steel bucket and ladle and an easy-to-read thermo/hy-
grometer. The Harvia sauna accessories set goes with 
your sauna like water goes with the sauna stones – and 
puts a finishing touch on your stylish interior design 
scheme. Stainless steel withstands changes in humidity 
and temperature remarkably well, making it a long-last-
ing material for heavy-duty use. The handles are made of 
non-heating wood that is pleasant to take a hold of. The 
Harvia sauna set is also a great idea for a high-quality gift.

Set of black  
water bucket and ladle
The beautifully designed Harvia water bucket and la-
dle will complete your modern sauna interior. The water 
bucket volume is 4 liters.

Click water bucket and ladle
The clear design of the Harvia Click set of accessories suits 
also a modern sauna. The stylish black is paired beauti-
fully with both matt and glossy surface details. The set 
includes a water bucket and ladle, made in Finland using 
recycled plastic. The ergonomic handle of the Harvia Click 
products is comfortable to hold on to. The sauna ladle can 
also be placed on top of the pail’s handle for convenient 
storage. Made of plastic, it is light to handle and carry.

Bucket
The Harvia wooden buckets (4/7 l) and pail are 
high-quality work. The plastic inner part gives the prod-
uct a longer life and makes cleaning easy.

Sauna ladle
A wooden sauna ladle can be treated with products suit-
able for the wood surfaces in the sauna, if desired. Ladle 
length: 36 / 48 cm. There is a loop at the end of the la-
dle for hanging the product. Allow the ladle to dry after 
every sauna bath.

Harvia illuminated bucket 
The illuminated bucket from Harvia is a modern and 
stylish way to bring both water and light into the sauna 
room. The base of the bucket can be mounted on a 
bench surface or the bucket can be embedded in a 
bench. The LED light in the base illuminates the bucket 
evenly and the bucket also illuminates its surroundings 
– the bucket is made of optical plastic for optimal light 
dispersion. The bucket can be easily lifted off the base 
for refill and cleaning. Due to the base being a separate 
part, the electrical components of the light source are 
protected from water.

Sauna buckets and ladles





Meters Scents

Thermo-hygrometer 
A-210-THS

Thermo-hygrometer
SAS92300

Thermometer
SAC9200

Sauna fragrances
Harvia’s fragrances create just the kind of atmosphere you 
want for the occasion. Maybe fresh peppermint or eucalyptus 
to clear the airways? Or would you like to create the atmo-
sphere of a summer sauna at your cottage? If so, go for Finn-
ish Midsummer birch, traditional tar or soothingly intoxicating 
pine forest.

Healing with heat sauna & steam scent set
SAC25100

Sauna Heater Cleanser
SAC25041

Sauna Cleanser
SAC25040

Paraffin oil
SAC25060

Sauna Care Set
SAC25070

Maintenance products

Sandglass
SAC9200



Scents



Harvia has made sauna experiences possible for already 70 years. In sauna people are naturally relaxed, equal 
and enjoy the most revitalizing moments of their lives. Together with Luhta Home, Harvia ensures you a per-
fect sauna experience through sauna textiles of pure simplicity and lasting style. Renewing your sauna and 
bathroom atmosphere is easy and fast with stylish sauna textiles from Harvia by Luhta.

Harvia by Luhta sauna sauna textiles are made of high-quality waffle linen cotton that feels pleasant on the 
skin and gives the towels a modern, natural look. The textiles have excellent absorption capacity and dry up 
quickly after use. The simply stylish and timeless design completes your sauna experience, and it is nice to 
wrap a large towel around yourself after a relaxing sauna session. 

75% cotton, 25% linen, wash at 60°C

Towel 
SAC80303

80 x 160 cm

Bench towel 
SAC80302

45 x 150 cm

Bench towel set
(2 pcs)

SAC80301 
45 x 50 cm

Sauna cushion
SAC80300
22 x 40 cm

Wrap towel
SAC80304

70 x 150 cm

Harvia by Luhta textiles





Legend sauna accessories

Legend bucket
SASPO100

Legend ladle
SASPO101

Legend firewood rack 
SASPO102

Legend clothes hanger
SASPO103

Legend thermometer
SASPO104

The Legend sauna accessory selection includes a ladle, water bucket, thermometer, firewood 
rack and clothes hanger. The ladle, water bucket and firewood rack have wooden handles 
made of wood that does not get too hot in the heat of the sauna. The thermometer and 
clothes hanger are made out of heat-treated aspen and finished with black steel details. You 
can see the spirit of craftsmanship in all Legend sauna accessories.





Harvia
P.O. Box 12 
FI-40951 Muurame, FINLAND
Tel. +358 207 464 000
harvia@harvia.fi
www.harvia.com
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